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Thro' the orange grove the stars are gleaming, To the river

nightingales are calling; Silver moths are flying,

Heart of mine, I'm sighing, Sighing for a lover's night of dreaming.
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REFRAIN

Jack-O'Lantern in the lilac tree dances,
Perfume from the garden wall entrances;
Love of mine, I pine for one of your glances,
Underneath the stars I wait.

Underneath the Stars, 4
Thro' the dusk I seem to hear your singing

On your balcony amid the roses;

High the moon is sailing, all your charms unveiling,

To your bower my heart and love I'm bringing.
REFRAIN

In the garden crimson poppies are sleeping, Thro' the grape-vines

fairy sprites are peeping, Dear-est, come, 'Tis time our tryst we are

keep ing Underneath the stars, my love

Underneath the Stars, 4